The American Psychological
Association
Says
That
Traditional Masculinity Is
Harmful
The American Psychological Association now proclaims that
masculinity is harmful. It says that masculine traits are
determined by society, not biology, and should be changed.
They claim that masculine boys display disruptive behavior,
such as homophobia, bullying, and sexual harassment – and that
this must be replaced by non competitiveness and passivity. GEG

Professor Says Boys Are Being
Programmed And Drugged To
Eliminate Masculinity
Dr. Jordan Peterson, a professor of psychology at the
University of Toronto, says that boys are falling behind girls
as a result of policies that seek to limit or eliminate
masculinity. Natural male behavior is diagnosed as ADD which
is treated with hormone-altering drugs. The elimination of
competition in the classroom contributes to the problem. The
left’s world view that men have been oppressors of women
throughout history is the predominant ideology. The culture is
at war against males. -GEG
Tucker Carlson debuted a new series, “Men in America,” on his
Fox News program Wednesday night, saying, “American men are in
crisis.”
Carlson, a Daily Caller co-founder, will feature a new segment
in the series every Wednesday in March, and the first featured
Canadian professor Dr. Jordan Peterson.
Carlson opened by highlighting society’s attempts to demonize
and ostracize masculinity before pointing out the serious
problems prevalent among American males.
“This is a crisis. Yet our leaders pretend it’s not
happening,” he stated. “Ignoring the decline of men does not
help anyone. Men and women need each other. One cannot exist
without the other. That is elemental biology, but it’s also
the reality each one of us has lived, with our parents and
siblings and friends. When men fail, all of us suffer.”
Transcript:
The signs are everywhere. If you’re a middle aged man, you
probably know a peer who has killed himself in recent years.

At least one. If you’re a parent, you may have noticed that
your daughter’s friends seem a little more on the ball than
your son’s. They get better grades. They smoke much less
marijuana. They go to more prestigious colleges. If you’re an
employer, you may have noticed that your female employees show
up on time, the young men don’t. And of course if you live in
this country, you’ve just seen a horrifying series of mass
shootings, far more than we’ve ever had. Women didn’t do that.
In every case, the shooter was a man.
Something ominous is happening to men in America. Everyone who
pays attention knows that. What’s odd is how rarely you hear
it publicly acknowledged. Our leaders pledge to create more
opportunities for women and girls, whom they imply are
failing. Men don’t need help. They’re the patriarchy. They’re
fine. More than fine.
But are they fine? Here are the numbers:
Start with the most basic, life and death. The average
American man will die five years before the average American
woman. One of the reasons for this is addiction. Men are more
than twice as likely as women to become alcoholics. They’re
also twice as likely to die of a drug OD. In New Hampshire,
one of the states hit hardest by the opioid crisis, 73 percent
of overdose deaths were men.
Read full article here…

New Series: ‘Men Are in
Crisis’
Reveals
Shocking
Facts about the War Against
Men
Tucker Carlson reveals astonishing statistics that show men
are declining physically, mentally, and socially in America
and throughout Western Civilization. Men commit 77% of the
suicides in America, one-in-five boys diagnosed with
hyperactivity are drugged to subdue them, men trail women in
receiving college degrees and going to graduate school, young
adult men now are more likely to live with a parent than with
a spouse or partner, 70% of American men are overweight or
obese, sperm counts are down by 60% since the 1970’s, and
testosterone has fallen by 30%. In spite of this, it is common
to categorize men as oppressors. -GEG

